Reducing Sexual Assault on Campus:
Guidance on How to Divide Up Group Project Tasks

Task Manager (1-2 students)

- Making sure everyone in the group is doing their assigned tasks.
- Let me know of any students who are not participating.
- Be the point person (or people) to communicate with me about your group project.
- Help fellow group members with questions.

Statement/Intro to Problem (1 student)

- Cite national statistics on sexual assault.
- Why is this program needed at Florida International University? (Compile all data we have collected over the semester and present it in tabular and interactive formats.)

Intervention (1-2 students)

- Come up with a good program name.
- What are the goals of your program?
- List your program’s learning objectives.
- Why is your plan innovative?
- Provide empirical evidence related to your intervention and its effectiveness.

Content (4 students)

- Get into the nitty gritty of the program’s content (this will be the biggest group).
- Describe sample activities and/or sample curricula.

Marketing and Incentives (1-2 students)

Methodology/Operational Details (1-2 students; this group should work closely with the content group)

- Who will facilitate the program?
- When will your activities occur?
- Provide other operational details.

Evaluation Plan (1-2 students)

- Provide specific assessments and evidence showing why they're good ones.
- Describe the limitations of your project.